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for two clock distribution networks that introduce power overhead and inter-clock
mismatch. The wirelength from the skewed inverter output to the dynamic ORlatch plays a critical role in the detection window size. Hence, after initial
placement of the baseline design, automated clustering is performed to assign
EDAC registers to each local CLK generator / OR-latch pair (Fig. 8.8.4). After this
first level of clustering, the remaining levels of the error OR-tree are determined
using hierarchical iterations of clustering, followed by a new placement where the
original EDAC register locations are frozen. Further iterations of
placement/clustering are performed to close timing, as needed.
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It is well known that technology scaling has led to increasing
process/voltage/temperature/aging margins that substantially degrade
performance and power in modern processors and SoCs. One approach to
address these large timing margins is the use of specialized registers on critical
paths that perform error detection and correction (EDAC) [1-5]. While promising,
the previously proposed implementations have been limited in several ways. Most
notably, they often incur large overheads beyond conventional register designs
(e.g., 8-to-44 additional transistors per register). This becomes an obstacle for
commercial designs and, hence, there have been no reported implementations of
EDAC approaches within substantial commercial processors. Finally, the
performance gain from EDAC approaches has not been thoroughly quantified in
relation to competing, lower overhead approaches such as frequency binning and
canary circuits/critical path monitors [6].
We propose iRazor: a new, low-overhead EDAC technique that employs a threetransistor current-sensing circuit to detect data transitions within a detection
window. The proposed iRazor registers are integrated into an industrial-class ARM
Cortex-R4 processor with an 8-stage pipeline. Using local detection and clock
stalling, the pipeline is halted within one cycle of a detected error, allowing the
EDAC technique to be integrated into the processor without requiring rollback or
architectural changes. To quantify the benefits of iRazor, it is compared to a
separate baseline implementation, as well as performance-binned and canaryenabled versions of the Cortex-R4 core. The iRazor Cortex-R4 operates at 843MHz
in 40nm CMOS with 13.6% total area overhead compared to the baseline. This
represents performance gains of 30%, 23%, and 17% compared to standard,
binned, and canary-equipped R4 versions, respectively.
Similar to [1], the iRazor register uses a latch that flags any data transitions during
its transparency window as an error. The data transition is performed with a 3transistor current sensing circuit (Fig. 8.8.1). In the positive phase of CTL, the
virtual rail VVSS is discharged and initialized to 0. In the negative CTL phase
(error-detection phase), VVSS floats and will droop up if D changes (VVSS will
be pulled high through the tri-state buffer A or feedback inverter B if D rises or
falls, respectively). This switches the skewed inverter output, which is flagged as
an error. Since the resulting ERR signal is a 1-0-1 pulse, it is captured by a PMOSbased dynamic OR-latch (Fig. 8.8.2). It is then propagated to the Razor timing
control block after being OR’ed together with all other error signals within the
processor using conventional dynamic OR gates. The Razor timing control skips
the clock pulse following the occurrence of an error, providing time for the error
in the pipeline to resolve (cycle 3 in Fig. 8.8.2). Following error resolution, the
dynamic OR-latches are reset using the i-RESET signal and normal operation
resumes. To avoid the need for a pipeline rollback mechanism, the clock pulse
immediately subsequent to the error must be eliminated (Fig. 8.8.2). To
accomplish this, the error signal must propagate through the OR-latch, three OR
stages, the Razor control block, and clock tree to reach the clock tree leaves within
the same clock cycle that the error occurs. Fig. 8.8.3 qualitatively depicts these
relative delays; dynamic OR gates are employed as their speed is necessary to
meet this constraint.
The relative timing of CTL and LCLK (Figs. 8.8.2 and 8.8.3) presents a number of
constraints and design trade-offs. The falling edge of CTL marks the start of the
detection window and must occur with sufficient delay after the rising edge of
LCLK (TFR in Fig. 8.8.3) to allow valid transitions of D to pass through the latch
without triggering an error. Increasing TFR reduces the probability of such falsepositive errors and also increases time borrowing at the expense of a smaller
error detection window. Monte Carlo simulation results illustrating the relationship
between the time borrowing window and VVSS increase during normal operation
are shown in Fig. 8.8.3. On the other hand, the rising edge of CTL must occur
prior to the falling edge of LCLK to enable the corrected input data to be latched
into the back-to-back inverter before the transparency window ends. This occurs
during the time period TBK, where the footer is re-enabled to restore VVSS. Monte
Carlo simulation demonstrates the robustness of VVSS behavior for both normal
operation and in case of an error (Fig. 8.8.3). The LCLK and CTL signals, and
hence TFR and TBK, are generated by local clock generators. This avoids the need
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iRazor is applied to an ARM Cortex-R4 processor in 40nm CMOS. This test chip
marks a significantly faster and larger implementation of an EDAC approach than
previous implementations (Fig. 8.8.6). The design was completed in a fully
automated fashion and required no change to the processor architecture. Fig.
8.8.4 shows the path delay histogram of the baseline and iRazor systems. All
paths with <200ps slack (~16.7% of the clock cycle) had their registers replaced
with EDAC registers, resulting in 1,115 iRazor registers out of 12,875 total
registers in the core logic (8.7%). The total number of gates increased from 917K
to 1040K when applying iRazor, mostly due to increased minimum-sized holdtime buffers (Fig. 8.8.4). Total area increased from 0.6195mm2 to 0.7035mm2
(13.6% overhead) for the Cortex-R4 including logic, 8KB I- and D-caches, and
12KB memory (excluding PLL).
Both baseline and iRazor versions were implemented on the test chip (die photo
in Fig. 8.8.7). Furthermore, the baseline processor was equipped with a RO-based
canary circuit to provide a comparison between competing methods of reducing
performance margins, for the first time. Fig. 8.8.5 shows measured performance
across three operating voltages and five possible margining scenarios from 40
baseline dies and 40 iRazor dies, as follows:
− Worst-case margining: applied to all die to account for a conventional worstcase PVT condition of 85°C, 10% supply drop, and 3σ process variation.
− Binned margining: dies are divided into three performance bins based on
process corner and each bin is margined for 85°C, 10% supply drop.
− Simple canary: the linear correlation between RO and processor frequencies is
calculated and used to set each die’s clock frequency. The linear fit is de-rated by
5% voltage margin to account for transient voltage excursions that the canary
cannot capture and 2σfitting_error to address RO-processor mistracking (σfitting_error
is calculated across die and PVT conditions).
− T/V specific canary: A separate linear correlation between the RO and processor
frequency is determined for each temperature/voltage condition (requiring on-die
sensors). Linear fit is de-rated with 5% voltage margin and 2σfitting_error, but here
σfitting_error is computed only across die (not V/T), reducing margins.
− Razor-PoFF: iRazor implementation operating at the frequency at which errors
are initially observed; this provides a conservative 4.4-to-6.9% timing margin
compared to the maximum possible iRazor frequency .
Figure 8.8.5 shows that a simple canary approach is about twice as effective as
binning. T/V specific canary offers ~15-to-18% performance increase over the
margined baseline across 0.6-to-1V, while iRazor shows 30-to-46% performance
increase. Fig. 8.8.5 also compares power consumption for fixed frequency (i.e.,
energy). At 0.6V, iRazor provides roughly 2× better energy efficiency benefit vs.
the T/V specific canary approach due to worsened canary mistracking at low
voltage operation. Fig. 8.8.6 includes a comparison table of iRazor and past EDAC
approaches. This work demonstrates a low-overhead sequential element and a
large test chip implementation among prior EDAC works.
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Figure 8.8.1: iRazor schematic, layout, and table of overhead. Only 3 transistors
are added to the library latch design.
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Figure 8.8.2: Diagram of overall structure of EDAC technique and local clock
detection circuit. Timing and error detection waveforms and characteristics.
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Figure 8.8.3: Conceptual timing diagram for detection scheme and timing
constraints for correction scheme. Monte Carlo simulation results of VVSS at
no error condition and upon error detection.

Figure 8.8.4: Architecture-independent procedure for iRazor replacement and
clustering; design complexity vs. targeted timing slack of iRazor; path delay
histogram; iRazor cluster positions.

Figure 8.8.5: Performance and power comparison; margin histogram relative
to the reference frequency of baseline chip at room temperature; simple canary
fitting based on measured data.

Figure 8.8.6: Comparison table of previous ECAD and iRazor.
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Figure 8.8.7: Die photo of baseline and iRazor Cortex-R4 processor in 40nm
CMOS.
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